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Abstract
Application of Wireless Sensor Networks becomes important nowadays. One of the efficient and prevalent usages of Wireless Sensor Networks is using clustering in such a network. In fact, sensor nodes might reduce overload communications. With this purpose, it was tried to deliver an algorithm which prevents direct connection between all cluster heads and base station; instead, cluster heads should use other cluster heads near to the base station in order to transfer data to the base station; they were selected based on the factors such as cluster head distance with base station and distance among cluster heads. Also, in this proposed algorithm, routes are selected such that, the selected routes’ length is almost equal and finally results in work load balance among cluster heads and decrease energy consumptions and increase network lifetime. In addition, time delay for data transfer to base station becomes leveled off in all routes.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks includes numerous sensor nodes which are responsible to collect and transfer data [1]. Network data transmissions consume most energy [2]. Clustering trend is based on routing, which might be efficient in reduction of energy consumption and communications [1–5].

Many algorithms and protocols were introduced in this area with the attempt to decrease energy consumption and increase network lifetime. But in most cases, what ignored was on how to transfer data from cluster heads to base station. Usually the data is transferred to base station directly after data collection. The base station can be located in the vicinity [6–10] or to be addressed from cluster heads distance to base station necessitating the optimization of the distance [11–13]. Earlier, more complicated algorithms, ignoring route distances, were used in hierarchical transfer of data among cluster heads.

In this section, briefly, we review some of clustering methods to clarify the proposed algorithm aspects that are introduced in the next section. One of these methods is PEGASIS [14]. In fact, this protocol transfers data to the base station using chain production mechanisms of sensor nodes and connection of each sensor node just with its adjacent node. This chain is based on base station data or with the help of nodes, so that the remotest sensor nodes send a powerful signal. Based on received response it calculates adjacent nodes and then set its signal power. So that, just one of the adjacent nodes might receive its powerful signal; this process continues to the point so that the chain forms and each sensor node in the chain...
combined its data with received data from all other nodes and forwarded them to reach base station [15].

After PEGASIS Protocol introduction, increased delay issue was seen during data transfer to base station; Two plans have been proposed in order to solve this problem [16]. One of the plans used sensor nodes CDMA capabilities and the other ignored this capability. Both methods attempt to determine routes with least delay to send and receive data using a binary composition plan with parallel communications.

In HCC [17] Protocol, the structure of sensor node clustering forms in multi layers. Here, the node with least ID obtains priority to start clustering and if most of the nodes desire to make cluster formation process, they must perform two work steps of tree discovery. In some methods [18], the node was used with rich source that usually selected as cluster heads and otherwise it was played Gateway role and transfer data from cluster heads to base station.

A protocol was introduced, which allowed cluster heads in multi–hop form to transfer their data to the base station through middle cluster heads, when cluster heads’ distance from the base station is quite long. [19] This method tried to select a route with least multi–hop using flooding method. Another method was introduced, [20] which produced multi routes among cluster heads, than select an optimal route among them. In fact, each cluster head prefers to send its data to adjacent cluster head and not directly to the base station.

Three layered routing was done by Zhixiang and Bensheng [21] to communicate multi–hop among cluster heads. Initially, based on probability, first layer cluster heads were selected. Among first layer cluster heads, second layer cluster heads were determined based on energy factor. Data are forwarded to first layer cluster heads after collection and then forwarded to second layer cluster heads and finally sent to the base station.

In PECRP [22], data transfer was performed as multi–hop by selection of cluster heads near to them. In such methods data are received from several cluster heads nearer to it and routes are not separated and also the routes distances vary from one another.

In this study, we introduce a simple, new algorithm to decrease cluster heads’ energy consumption and reduce delay in data transfer to base station.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces proposed network model. Section 3 describes proposed algorithm in details, and finally Section 4 concludes the article.

2. Network Model

A study was performed, on how a data collection functions’ in periodic mode in homogenous wireless sensor network which includes many sensor nodes with limited energy. In this function, sensor nodes in periodic form sent their data to cluster heads, which are responsible for data collection and combination. Supposed hypothesizes are as follows:

1. All sensors are remote from the base station and scattered evenly in random style.
2. All sensors and base station are still and immobile.
3. All sensors contain same initial energy and each sensor with sufficient energy might connect and communicate with base station and each node knows the base station place.
4. Each cluster head knows its situation.

3. Proposed Algorithm

In this algorithm, the base station function is to compute and determine several distinct and separate routes. They have almost equal lengths among cluster heads in order to decrease energy consumption. It reduces delay in data transfer to the main station and makes balance workloads of clusters.

In other words, data routing was performed by the base station. A message is sent to cluster heads. In this algorithm, base station is based on an interval table made by the base station at the initial stage of each period. The base station determines routes based on regulations come in the next part. It also sends data cluster heads. In fact, by this way, it was determined to collect data movement route toward itself.

Base stations send a message to cluster heads in order to identify cluster head situation. Each cluster head which receives this message is again sent to base station. Then the base station becomes aware of all cluster heads situation. According to equation 1, base station produces interval table between each cluster heads and itself and distance of each cluster heads with other cluster heads. In equation 1, \( d(i, j) \) is the distance between two cluster heads of \( \text{CH}_i \) and \( \text{CH}_j \) with \( (x_i, y_i) \) and \( (x_j, y_j) \) coordinates.

\[
d(i, j)=\sqrt{(x_j-x_i)^2+(y_j-y_i)^2}
\]
After data formation, for instance, for cluster heads with specification in Table 1, interval table produces base station as shown in Table 2. Regulation is used by the base station in order to determine separate routes and multi-hop. They have equal lengths. Initially, there are two options:

1. Since, lower interval limit of cluster heads divide by two, it was determined that cluster head numbers have the longest distance to the base station. In the proposed algorithm, they are the requirements at research start (in above mentioned example it was selected two cluster heads of CH_4, CH_5).

2. Due to lower interval limit of cluster heads divide by two, it was determined cluster head numbers with the shortest distance to the base station. In the proposed algorithm, they are the requirement of research end (in above mentioned example it was selected two cluster heads of CH_1, CH_2). In order to select middle cluster heads, we address as follows:

- If the cluster heads are equal to zero, data of those cluster heads forwarded to base station directly. If they are equal to 1, it was considered two, sharing in selection of start and end points of search ignored.
- Always from remote cluster heads to base station search was started in interval table.
- Nodes are the start requirements of search. They receive pockets contained address, if selected during the search in interval table was ignored.
- Cluster head selected from interval table for a route if selected for future searches it was ignored.
- The end requirement of research is reaching to cluster heads determined as the end requirements. If one of these cluster heads selected by a route, in following routes we must reach another cluster head as end requirements of search.

According to the above mentioned regulations, two routes were determined by the base station and sent to CH_4, CH_5 cluster heads.

- The first route is the route that the base station sends its data to CH_5.
  \[ CH_5 \rightarrow CH_2 \rightarrow \text{Base station} \]
  The second route is the one that the base station sends its data to CH_4.
  \[ CH_4 \rightarrow CH_3 \rightarrow CH_1 \rightarrow \text{Base station} \]

According to Table 2, the lengths of route for both routes are as follows:
- First route length: 5.38 + 3.36 = 8.74
- Second route length: 2.55 + 3.53 + 3.35 = 9.43
It can be seen that route lengths are almost equal.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we introduce an algorithm in addition to multi-hop communication between cluster heads. Also, it might be useful in clustering trend according to balance cluster heads load. Also, contrary to other methods of multi-hop, it never imposed overload on a cluster head near to base station. It tried to distribute workload on several cluster heads. Due to creation of the same length of these routes, results in delay of data arrival to the base station are equal for all routes. Generally, this algorithm results in a decrease in energy consumption and finally increases network lifetime.

### Table 1. Show Cartesian coordinates of CHs and BS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>BS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CH_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>CH_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>CH_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>CH_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>CH_5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Length difference between base station and cluster heads and distance among cluster heads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>CH_1</th>
<th>CH_2</th>
<th>CH_3</th>
<th>CH_4</th>
<th>CH_5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_1</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>9.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_2</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_3</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_4</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_5</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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